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1. Opinion formation: evidence

• Two classes of theories about opinion formation through talking:
1 Naive learning.

• Agents update by averaging the opinions of others (DeGroot, 1974).
• Double-counts signals that reach a person through multiple paths.

2 Sophisticated learning.
• Difficult and counterintuitive if people communicate opinions (Eyster

and Rabin 2011, Mossel et al 2012).
• Easier if they communicate tagged signals (Acemoglu et al 2014).

• Different implications for aggregate learning.
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Experimental design to measure opinion formation

• Basic design: feed signals to people in a network, trace when they
talk and their opinions.

• Given well-specified models and lack of clean reduced-form
predictions, often structurally estimate parameters.

• Chandrasekhar, Larreguy and Xandri (2018): do this using artificial
networks in which people communicate their guesses.

• Subjects placed in networks with known structure.
• Observe binary signals about a binary state.
• Make guesses each period.
• Guesses are transmitted to neighbors before next period starts.

• Naive learner is modeled to follow majority rule.

• Key difficulty: model how a Bayesian behaves when she thinks
others are either naive learners or Bayesians.

• Necessary to evaluate two models’ predictions.
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Majority rule naive model: learning can get stuckTESTING MODELS OF SOCIAL LEARNING ON NETWORKS 16
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agents to be stuck, choosing the inefficient action. As illustrated in Panel (C) in Figure
4, from period t = 3 on, according to Lemma 2.2, agents 1 and 3, behaving as Bayesian
agents, only need to learn about the initial signals obtained by agents 5 and 7, observing
only player 4’s decisions. After observing player 4’s decision at t = 2, both 1 and 3 realize
that the only signals consistent with her decision is that both s5 and s7 are equal to s4: if
not, she would have picked a4,t=2 = blue, as 1 and 3 did. Since at t = 2 all agents choose
according to the majority of their neighborhood, only s5 = s7 = s4 has positive probability
given their information. Knowing this, player 3’s belief support is singleton, and knows
that the full-information decision is a3,t=3 =yellow. Lastly, Panel (D) in Figure 4 shows
that, at t = 4, agent 1 knows 3 knew the full signal endowment when choosing at t = 3,
and hence a1,t=4 = yellow. With respect to players 2 and 6, we use Lemma 2.3 to predict
that they copy 3’s action in the previous periods.

2.3. Comparing the Asymptotic Properties of Bayesian and DeGroot Learning.
The purpose of this section is to compare how different learning models behave in achieving
asymptotic learning in large networks, and thus motivate the relevance of the empirical
excercise in this paper. We also compare the properties of the DeGroot communication

• One example of failures of naive learning.
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Reduced-form results: India

TESTING MODELS OF SOCIAL LEARNING ON NETWORKS 31

Tables

Table 1. Reduced form patterns: India

Panel A: Stuckness
(1)

Share of clans that remain stuck on the wrong guess
given that the Bayesian model would have predicted a change along the path

VARIABLES (DeGroot predicts 1)

Constant 0.946
(0.0303)

Observations 74
Panel B: Information dominance

(1)
Share of times information dominated agent fails to copy dominating agent

(Complete Information
VARIABLES Bayesian predicts 0)

Constant 0.829
(0.0380)

Observations 140
Panel C: Information revelation

(1) (2)
Share of times an agent necessarily learns

the majority of signals and
yet changes guess along path

Share of times an agent responds given that the DeGroot assessment
inefficiently to neighbor’s actions would have changed guess

VARIABLES (Bayesian predicts 0) (Bayesian predicts 0)

Constant 0.931 0.945
(0.0203) (0.0249)

Observations 159 73
Notes: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Panel A corresponds to the feature that,
in DeGroot models, a clan that is stuck remains so until the end. Panel B is motivated by
the fact that an agent should never respond to the behavior of someone whose information
set is a subset under a Bayesian model, which is robust to incomplete information (column
2). Similarly, a Bayesian agent in a complete Bayesian world should only copy their informa-
tion dominating neighbor and do nothing else (column 1). Panel C looks at the feature that,
irrespective of whether agents are Bayesian or DeGroot, in round 2 they will play the major-
ity, and therefore it is possible for Bayesian agents, even in an incomplete information world,
to learn the majority of signals in certain cases and thus they should then stick to this guess.

• Consistent with naive learning.
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Reduced-form results: Mexico
TESTING MODELS OF SOCIAL LEARNING ON NETWORKS 32

Table 2. Reduced form patterns: Mexico

Panel A: Stuckness
(1)

Share of clans that remain stuck on the wrong guess
given that the Bayesian model would have predicted a change along the path

VARIABLES (DeGroot predicts 1)

Constant 0.303
(0.144)

Observations 33
Panel B: Information dominance

(1)
Share of times information dominated agent fails to copy dominating agent

(Complete Information
VARIABLES Bayesian predicts 0)

Constant 0.545
(0.0660)

Observations 112
Panel C: Information revelation

(1) (2)
Share of times an agent necessarily learns

the majority of signals and
yet changes guess along path

Share of times an agent responds given that the DeGroot assessment
inefficiently to neighbor’s actions would have changed guess

VARIABLES (Bayesian predicts 0) (Bayesian predicts 0)

Constant 0.614 0.600
(0.0862) (0.117)

Observations 57 35
Notes: Standard errors are reported in parentheses. Panel A corresponds to the feature that,
in DeGroot models, a clan that is stuck remains so until the end. Panel B is motivated by
the fact that an agent should never respond to the behavior of someone whose information
set is a subset under a Bayesian model, which is robust to incomplete information (column
2). Similarly, a Bayesian agent in a complete Bayesian world should only copy their informa-
tion dominating neighbor and do nothing else (column 1). Panel C looks at the feature that,
irrespective of whether agents are Bayesian or DeGroot, in round 2 they will play the major-
ity, and therefore it is possible for Bayesian agents, even in an incomplete information world,
to learn the majority of signals in certain cases and thus they should then stick to this guess.

• Suggests more mixed learning patterns.
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Structural estimates
TESTING MODELS OF SOCIAL LEARNING ON NETWORKS 33

Table 3. Structural estimates

Panel A: ε
(1) (2)
εIndia εMexico

0.1288 0.134
(0.007) (0.013)

Panel B: Network Level
(1) (2)
πIndia πMexico
0.1 0.5

(0.130) (0.184)
Panel B: Individual Level

(1) (2)
πIndia πMexico

0.1 0.4
(0.113) (0.268)

Notes: Block-bootstrapped standard errors
at the session level for π and at the agent
level for ε are reported in parentheses.

• Confirm reduced-form results.
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Opinion formation with naturalistic communication

• When people talk, they might pass not just their opinion but also
how they formed it.

• Mobius, Phan and Szeidl (2015): use a field experiment with
naturalistic communication.

• University students are given binary signals about a binary state.
• They interact during their daily lives.
• Each time they update their guess (online) we also ask them to

report their conversation partners.

• Model of sophisticated learning is simplified because tagging is
possible (A told me that her signal is “high”).

• Key new issue: limited diffusion.

• Higher weight on signal when more connecting paths could indicate
• Double counting of signal;
• Higher probability of accessing signal.
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Estimating equation

• Consider question-level logit estimating equation:

Decision = α + β · own signal +
k∑

i=0

γi · Info(1i) +

+
k∑

i=0

δi · Info(2i) + ε

where
Info(1i) = signals of direct friends connected by i other paths

Info(2i) = signals of indirect friends connected by i other paths

• Define normalized coefficients γ̂i = γi/β0 and δ̂i = δi/β0.

• With double-counting, γ̂i and δ̂i should be increasing in i .
• More paths imply the signal of the sender is counted more often.

• But weights might also increase because of higher probability that
signal gets to receiver.
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Estimated coefficients and model comparison
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• Naive model predicts increase for both.

• Tagged model with limited diffusion for indirect friends predicts flat
coefficients for direct but increasing coefficients for indirect friends.
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Results from minimum distance estimation

Analytical Monte Carlo
up to 3 paths up to 4 paths unconstrained up to 3 paths up to 4 paths

r 0.196*** 0.196*** 0.192*** 0.218*** 0.218***
(0.040) (0.041) (0.040) (0.048) (0.049)

o 0.414*** 0.414*** 0.425*** 0.458*** 0.450***
(0.054) (0.053) (0.053) (0.056) (0.054)

λ 0 0 -0.092 0.005 0.026
(0.325) (0.268) (0.265) (0.181) (0.171)

• Coefficient λ is the share of naive learners.

• All estimates support tagged model.
• Full structural estimation of the model generates the same result.

• In combination with previous paper, findings suggest more bias when
updating is difficult.

• Perhaps biases are stronger about more-discussed topics.
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2. Network-based trust: motivation

• Transactions requiring trust are often networked.
• Entrepreneur borrows from friends; farmer counts on help from

family; cousin wins procurement.

• Common and important in developing countries:
• Frequent informal “local” transfers between friends and family.
• Transfers react to shocks and policies.
• Consumption smoothing and group lending, “global” village-level

outcomes, are often good.

• How can the network help solve moral hazard?
• Informal contracts or social norms enforced by repeated interaction.
• Directed altruism when people like to be nice to friends.

• Traditional approach to informal enforcement: community
enforcement in large population

• Contagion punishment – if somebody cheats, we all switch to defect:
Kandori (1992), Ellison (1994).

• Alternative: local enforcement in the network.
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Transfers in a Peruvian village

A

B
C

D

E
F

G

H

I
J

X
Agricultural tool (74.3%)
Other tool (7.3%)
Animals (1.8%)
Electric device (0.8%)
Kitchen utensil (5.6%)
Clothes (0.7%)
Food (7.0%)
Other (2.5%)

0 to 10 S/. 40.5%
11 to 20 S/. 15.6%
21 to 50 S/. 17.1%
51 to 100 S/. 11.0%
101 S/. or more 15.9%

Huaraz Community
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Consumption effects of a cash transfer program in Mexico
Table 1: Average monthly food consumption per adult equivalent - levels and differences.

Ineligibles Eligibles
Nov. 1998 May. 1999 Nov. 1999 Nov. 1998 May. 1999 Nov. 1999

Control 222.61 213.69 206.71 159.96 159.92 153.7
[179.76] [212.19] [232.56] [112.19] [158.33] [126.72]

                                                
Treatment 216.38 233.06 224.08 175.80 185.66 184.31

[166.82] [303.79] [285.61] [136.59] [193.81] [172.25]

No controls
ITE -6.24 19.37 17.36 ATE 15.84 25.74 30.61

[7.58] [10.50]* [9.70]* [4.86]*** [5.80]*** [5.15]***

Obs. 4643 3855 4285 10973 9659 10554

Controls
ITE -5.20 20.72 18.84 ATE 15.49 24.42 29.86

[7.47] [10.19]** [9.42]** [4.75]*** [5.64]*** [4.79]***

Obs. 4624 3838 4266 10936 9630 10518
Monthly pesos per adult equivalent at Nov. 1998 prices; the exchange rate is roughly 10 pesos per USD.
We report the standard deviations of the means and the standard errors, in brackets, of 
the treatment effects. The latter are clustered at the village level. 
***, **, * indicates significance at the 1, 5, 10 % level respectively.
The set of conditioning variables we add to the regressions in the left panel are: household poverty 
index, land size, head of household gender, age, whether speak indigenous language,
literacy;  at the locality level poverty index and number of households. All 
variables are at 1997 values.

• Progresa program design: eligibles and ineligibles in both treatment
and control villages.

• Angelucci and DeGiorgi (2009): Consumption of, and transfers to,
ineligibles increase in response to cash transfer to eligibles in village.
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3. Informal vs formal enforcement in a circle network

• Dixit (2003): Trade Expansion and Contract Enforcement
• Continuum of agents uniformly distributed along circle of

circumference 2L, mass one per unit length.
• Probability of meeting a partner at distance x :

e−αx

2 (1− e−αL) /α

where α > 0 measures localization of matching.
• Payoffs from match at distance x proportional to eθx where
α > θ > 0.

• Prob of receiving news about cheating at distance y is e−βy where
β > 0.

• Share 1− ε of players are normal (N), remainder Machiavellian (M);
both uniformly distributed.

• M are especially skillful cheaters.

• Key idea: when a person is cheated on, she will believe opponent is
M type, and spread the news.

• Others who learn this will avoid opponent.
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Location structure
1298 journal of political economy

Fig. 1.—Locations, matches, and information transmission

is special, but natural. If one thinks of contact and communication
decaying at a constant rate with distance, then a geometric or negative
exponential form will result. (2) I am assuming that news travels from
the victim to any third person along the shorter arc of the circle con-
necting them. If news travels in both directions, then the probability of
its reaching someone distant y from the victim is

�by �b(2L�y)1 � (1 � e )[1 � e ].

For any fixed y, as , this goes to , the same as my unidirectional�byL r � e
probability. Therefore, my results for large L are entirely unaffected by
my assumption. For smaller L, two-way flow would increase the proba-
bility of the spread of news and therefore reduce the incentive to cheat,
but the qualitative results remain unaffected.

Figure 1 illustrates the various concepts and magnitudes.
What are the plausible relative magnitudes of the three parameters

a, b, and v? First, is important for the existence of gains fromv 1 0
expanding the scope of trade. Next, we need for convergence ofa 1 v

expected values when L is large. To simplify some later notation, I define
. Finally, if the technologies of transportation and com-l p a � v 1 0

munication are intrinsically linked, then a and b will have similar values
and will shift together. At one time, meeting and communication were
literally the same thing. Even in the Internet age, face-to-face meeting
and communication remain important, and the World Wide Web itself
is a common medium for matching and communication activities, so
we should expect b and a to have similar values.3 This is not maintained
as an assumption; I shall use it to guide our thinking about alternative

3 See “Press the Flesh” (2002) for a discussion of the continuing importance of physical
meeting and communication in the Internet age.
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Stage game and payoffs

• Two periods of play. Each period:

1 Match realized; players know distance x and may have info on
opponent’s past behavior.

2 Players decide whether to play or stay out and get zero.
3 When N types play, payoffs are eθx times

Honest Cheat
Honest ht , ht st ,wt

Cheat wt , st ct , ct
If N meets M, N gets st for both actions and M gets positive; if M
meets M both get positive.

Payoffs satisfy:

1 wt > ht > ct > st : Stage game is a prisoner’s dilemma
2 (1− ε) ct + εst > 0 > st : N prefers play with a random opponent

even if the latter cheats, to staying out, to playing with M.
• Incentive to cooperate: if you defect in period 1, opponents who learn

this won’t play you in period 2.

3 w1 − h1 < c2: In a world w/o distance and with perfect
communication, honest is an equilibrium for N types.
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Equilibrium

• Look for PBE such that N types

1 In period 1 choose to play, and play Honest when x ≤ X and Cheat
when x > X ;

2 In period 2 stay out if learned opponent cheated; otherwise play
Cheat.

• Must check if Honest is a BR in period 1.

• Proposition 1: For each L there is X (L) such that this is an
equilibrium iff 0 ≤ X ≤ X (L).

• Intuition: cheating becomes more attractive with distant partners

• Benefits are higher, and info is less likely to spread to future match.

• Proposition 2: There exists L∗ > 0 s. t. X (L) = L when L ≤ L∗

and X (L) < L when L > L∗.

• Fully honest trade is possible in small worlds, but not in large worlds.
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Extent of honest trade

• “Proposition 3:” When β ≥ θ, X (L) is decreasing for L > L∗.

• Consider period 1 match at distance x = L∗. Two effects:

1 News travels longer =⇒ agents at distance d ≤ L∗ learn about
cheating at lower prob. Stronger when β high.

2 More distant opponents: agents at distance d > L∗ will likely learn
about cheating. Stronger when θ high.

• Result is shown numerically – no formal proof.

• Proposition 4: X ∗ = limL→∞ X (L) exists.

• Define k = (w1 − h1) /c2 the ratio of immediate gain from cheating
to the value of period 2 trade.

• Proposition 6: L∗ is a decreasing function of α, β, θ and k .

• Greater localization of matches and info, and greater benefit from
cheating make full honesty harder to sustain.
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External enforcement

• Let V (X , L) by per capita payoff for N types

• V (X , L) is increasing in X and decreasing in L.

• Introduce external enforcement: at cost c per unit of circle length,
all cheating can be detected and made public.

• When is external enforcement better?

V (X ∗ (L) , L) ≤ V (L, L)− c

• When L ≤ L∗ informal enforcement is optimal.

• If c < V (∞,∞)− V (X ∗,∞) then external enforcement is optimal
for L large.

• Intermediate communities fare worst: too large for self-governance,
too small for external governance.

• Large communities with formal governance might fare worse than
self-governing small groups.
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